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Working in the category of overspaces of B, one can construct mapping
cylinders, suspensions and joins (see § 2 of [4]). Then the question arises
whether these constructions exist in the subcategory of fibre spaces over B.
The main purpose of this note is, to show that this is indeed the case if
we use the join topology instead of the more usual identification topology.
In this note we use the term "mapping" to indicate that a map is
continuous. Furthermore, we assume that all spaces are Hausdorff spaces.
Let It: E i --+ B (i = 0, 1) be two mappings, and let EoEl C Eo X E l denote
the fibered product of 10 and h, with natural projections Pi: EoEl --+ Ei.
Then the join Eo* E l , as a set, is formed from the disjoint union of Eo,
s, and EoEl x I by identifying (y, i) with PlY (y E EoEl , i = 0, 1). There
exist maps
T: Eo* E l --+ I,
defined by
T(y,t)=t, T(Xi)=i, ki(y,t)=Pi(y), kt(Xi)=Xi
(y E EoEl, Xi E E i , t E (0,1), i=O, 1).
Now the join topology on Eo* E l will be the weakest topology such
that the maps T, ko and k l are mappings (In § 2 of [5], this topology is
called the "strong topology"). The projection
is defined by
10* hIT-l[O, 1)=/oko and 10* hIT-l(O, l]=/lkl .
This shows that 10 *h is a mapping.
Regard Band B x 1 as overspaces of B through the identity projections.
Let I: E --+ B be a mapping. As a set, the mapping cylinder E of 1 is
formed from the union of E x I and B by identifying (x, 1) with I(x)
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(x E E). There is an obvious bijection from E onto E * B. The topology
on E will be so that this bijection is a homeomorphism. The suspension
EE is formed by taking two copies of E and identifying their domains
through the identity map. In this case we have a bijection from EE onto
E * (B x i), and again we require this to be a homeomorphism. The
projections
J: E ~ Band E/: EE ~ B
are defined in the obvious way.
Remark. Notice that propositions 12.1, 12.2, 13.1 and theorem 12.3
of chapter I of [2] remain valid for the mapping cylinder with the join
topology.
In the sequel we shall always assume that we use the join topology, unless
the topology is explicitly mentioned.
Theorem 1. Let Ii: E i ~ B (i=O, 1) be Hurewicz fibrations.
Then 10 * It: Eo * E1 ~ B is a Hurewicz fibration.
Proof. Let Z be a space, and let g:ZxI~B and h:Z~Eo*El
be mappings such that (/0* h)h=g!Z x 0. Write Z =Xo U Y U Xl, where
Xi=h-1T-l(i) and Y =h-1T-l(O, 1). There exist mappings Gi: (Xi U Y) X
x I ~ Ei such that ItGi=g[(Xi U Y) x I and Gil(Xi U Y) X O=kihl(Xi U
U Y) x 0. Next we define a map G: Z x I ~ Eo * E 1 by
G(z, t) = Gi(z, t) if z E Xi, t e I,
= (Go(z, t), G1(z, t), Th(z)) if z E Y, t e I,
"Composing" G with T, ko and k1, one verifies that G is a mapping.
Moreover, it is easily seen that G is a desired lifting of g, which proves
the theorem.
Since the mapping cylinder and the suspension are defined in terms of
the join, we can immediately draw the following conclusion.
Corollary I. Let I: E ~ B be a Hurewicz fibration. Then the mappings
J: E ~ Band E/: EE ~ Bare Hurewicz fibrations.
Let ~ = (E, I, B, F; G) denote a locally trivial fibre bundle with total
space E, base space B, bundle projection I: E ~ B, fiber F and structure
group G.
Theorem II. Let ~i=(Ei, It, B, Fi; Gi) (i=O, 1) be locally trivial fibre
bundles. Then
is a locally trivial fibre bundle.
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Proof. We use the terminology of chapter 5, § 2, of [3]. We make
Go x G1 act on Fo* F 1 (the ordinary join of Fo and F 1 with the join
topology) by
i c t;
Now let {rpu, U} and {1pv, V} be atlases of charts for ~o and ~1 respectively.
Then it is straightforward to show that few, W = U n V} is an atlas of
charts for ~o * 6, where the chart
IS defined by
{}w(W, (x, y, t)) = (rpu(w, x), 1pv(w, y), t)
(WE W, XEFo, tEl).
This proves the theorem.
Regarding B as a fibre bundle over B with trivial structure group,
we have the following corollary.
Corollary II. Let (E, I, B, F; G) be a locally trivial fibre bundle. Then
(E,f, B, F; G) and (LE, LI, B, LF; G) are locally trivial fibre bundles.
If Eo and E 1 are compact overspaces of B, then EoE1 is compact because
EoE1 is a closed subspace of Eo x E 1. Hence the disjoint union Eo U E 1 U
U EoE1X I is compact. Therefore, Eo * E 1 is compact in the identification
topology. Hence the identity mapping from Eo * E 1 onto itself, going from
identification topology to join topology, is a homeomorphism (compare
this with 5.7.2 of [1]). We prove the following stronger result.
Theorem III. Let Ii: Ei ---+ B (i=O,I) be mappings. Suppose that
10-1(!I(E1)) and fc1(fo(Eo)) are both compact. Then the join topology and the
identification topology agree on the overspace Eo * E 1 01 B.
Proof. Both topologies agree on the closed subspaces Eo, E 1 and
10-1(/I(E1)) * Ic1(fo(Eo)) of Eo * E 1.
From this theorem one deduces immediately the following corollary.
Corollary III. Let E be a compact overspace 01 B. Then the join
topology and the identification topology agree on the ouerspaces E and LE
01 B.
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